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How to get the very best out of our experience
together, and make moments ‘you just have to be there
for.’ The nostalgic moments that make you feel warm
and fuzzy.  

We like to have fun and we like to be prepared. to make
the most of our experience together and create the
dreamiest photos for you to keep for a lifetime.

Read all about what I recommend to prepare, the
process and our time together. 



What to wear
Embrace you - and no I won’t tell you to just wear neutrals!

TIPS AND PREPARTION

Snacks and drinks are essential, particularly for little ones.
We can always take some time out to enjoy a snack or two.
Do you have any favorite family games or toys? I’m looking
for real moments of connection, even if it doesn’t look
aesthetic, the real smiles are worth it. Always bring extra
clothing, for those with tiny children as it could it drop in
temperature, or you get a little too muddy/sandy/wet from
games. I’d also encourage any props you love, a necklace
with significance, a beautiful basket or teddy to include.
Please bring this all!

What to bring
Favourite snacks, toys, props, extra clothing

Neutrals, white dresses and shirts are always a beautiful
foundation for bright creamy, dreamy photos. If you have a
favourite outfit, a jumper with a personal story attached, or
a knit from a family member. Please do wear it! Block
colours also make beautiful statements. All I ask is try and
match each other, and choose colours to complement
eachothers outfits. The only thing to stray away from is
logo’s and anything printed, ie branded, cartoon or dresses
with contrasting colours.  

For families, loved ones and littles



If you have any family members feeling nervous or just not that excited for  
camera to be around, it’s best to be prepared. Talk to your kids before the
shoot, get practicing in the mirror with the best faces - if it’s your partner
that’s feeling nervous, tell them how much the photos mean to you and
how loved they are, how special these photos will be to you.

Prepare your family members

Relaxed parents, can help the kids be even more relaxed. Booking the right
time and day can really help. Our schedules are very busy as parents, so
make sure you have plenty of time to enjoy the shoot. This is all about
slowing down, taking time together and having fun to create some special
moments.  

Plan your time well, don’t rush so you can relax and have fun!

 Sure we will get a few photos of the whole family looking but the best
moment’s are unscripted. I’ll prompt you to interact, we can play games
and that’s where the magic really happens.

Don’t just smile at the camera
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YOUR SESSION
Once you feel comfortable with your outfits, some snacks and any props you may wish
to include. There’s just a few more things to note when preparing for our time
together.
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Have a deep dive through my
portfolio, website and articles.
Are we a match made in
heaven? Is there a particular
shoot you really love I've
photographed? Let me know
and we can work to your
taste.
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Are we a match?
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Get in touch Contract & Deposit

THE PROCESS & BOOKING

On enquiry please let me
know a little bit about you,
whether it's for your brand or
for your family. Any
additional shoot inspiration
or pinterest photos you love is
also a bonus. 

I will then send you across my
contract, and a £100 deposit
will be required for securing
your booking. 

Together we will find a date and
location that works for you and
your schedule. We will work with
our seasons to find the optimal
time and place. Once the date is
set, I am flexible if we have bad
weather conditions and always
keep a spare date free in the
same month for your request. 

Date & Location The Shoot The Gallery & Invoice

Besides brand shoots, all my
shoots are a one hour in
duration. It’s time to enjoy,
relax and make some special
memories. 

All photo collections will be delivered back
within two weeks in an online gallery for
you to enjoy forever. The images are yours
to do as you wish with them, besides for
further commerical use unless pre agreed
within our contract. The additional amount
of your invoice will be required to be paid
within two weeks of our shoot. The images
are yours to print, post and enjoy for a
lifetime <3



Thank you!

If you’re feeling happy with how I
work or have any further questions

please just drop me a message, It’ll be
lovely to hear from you!   

www.georginaa.com
info@georginaa.com
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